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About Amy 
Amy Sloan is a wife and homeschool mom of 5. She's a second-generation 
homeschooler giving her children a restfully-classical education. You can listen 
to Amy talk with other homeschool educators on her Homeschool 
Conversations podcast, and you can find my book lists, printable poetry, and 
textbook-free history resources at HumilityandDoxology.com. 

Key Ideas 
• One of the benefits of using a textbook free approach to studying history is the focus on the actual 

people of history. You can really come to understand the humanness of history by getting to know 
the stories of these historical figures and see them as people, living their ordinary lives, just like us.  

• Instead of studying historical periods in isolation, using a living books approach, you are able to see 
many threads of history and how they weave together.  

• A great way to go about it is to pick a longer non-fiction history spine and supplement with picture 
books, biographies, and other resources. You can also choose art, music, and literature that 
corresponds with that historical period to give a fuller picture.  

• If you are interested in teaching history this way, start small. Pick a historical topic that interests you 
and find a few resources. Then, grow from there.  
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Quotables 
“You're allowed to start first-thing with these beautiful parts of your homeschool.” 

Amy Sloan 
“It involves a lot of read-aloud and discussion and just really connecting with these people of the 

past, learning to love them as my neighbors much in the same way we want our children to love their 
neighbor now, and to understand the people with whom they're in contact in their daily life. I think it's 

really important for them to have that same idea as they look at the people in the past.” 

Amy Sloan 
“You can take whatever you're learning in history and find ways to apply it all throughout the 

homeschool day without feeling like you're adding to the burden of your to-do list.” 

Amy Sloan 

Time Stamps 
4:11 meet Amy Sloan 
6:04 history in Amy’s homeschool 
11:10 knowing what to teach 
19:17 resources for finding the books you want 
21:49 dealing with outdated language in older books 
26:43 encouragement for moms who want to do this 
28:56 history with 6-7 year olds 
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